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•
Prior to and during the Commencement ceremony,
the Illinois Wesleyan Alumni Association will sponsor 
a hospitality beverage tent which is located south of Shaw Hall  
on the east side of the Eckley Quadrangle. A first-aid station  
is located near the tent. In the Shirk Center these  
same services will be available in the lobby.
Light refreshments may be purchased at Hattie’s and Tommy’s 
in the Hansen Student Center and the Coffee Shoppe 
in Memorial Center. The University Bookstore in the 
Hansen Student Center offers many items for sale.
Near the Eckley Quadrangle, restrooms are
located on the first floor of the following buildings:
Shaw Hall, Center for Liberal Arts (wheelchair accessible), 
Memorial Center, and Holmes Hall. In the Shirk Center,
the restrooms are located to the north of the lobby.
Following the ceremony, the Illinois Wesleyan
Alumni Association invites you to a short reception
in the tents on Eckley Quadrangle. If the ceremony is in
the Shirk Center, the reception will be in the Activity Center.
Faculty look forward to greeting the graduates  
and their families during the reception. 
Senior marshals for the Commencement ceremony 
 are Professors Frank Boyd and Rebecca Roesner.   
Student marshals from the Class of 2010 are the Class President,  
Alessandra Bollero, and Vice President, Christopher Wheatley.
•
Cover illustration
Old Main was Illinois Wesleyan’s second campus building. It was built in 1870 on the site of today’s  
commencement ceremony.  In 1931, Old Main was expanded, remodeled and renamed Hedding Hall,  
after Wesleyan absorbed Hedding College during the Great Depression.  In 1943, Hedding Hall   
was destroyed by fire, with only the entry arch and foundation remaining.  The foundation was later roofed over  
and the building renamed Duration Hall, which stood until 1967 when it was demolished to make way for Sheean Library.   
Founded in 1850 by 30 civic and Methodist Church leaders, Illinois Wesleyan 
today is among the nation’s leading private liberal arts institutions.  
The University’s first graduate was James H. Barger, son of founder Rev. John S. 
Barger, who received his bachelor of science degree July 3, 1853. Hannah I. Shur, 
the first woman to enroll at Illinois Wesleyan, earned her degree in 1872. In 1880, 
Gus A. Hill earned a degree from the former school of law, 13 years after the Board 
of Trustees invited enrollment of African-Americans. Two Japanese students, 
Y. Osawa and K. Tanaka, became the University’s first international graduates 
in 1890.
The central portion of the University’s 80-acre campus was acquired in 1854. 
Wesleyan’s first building, Old North Hall, was erected in 1856 and served for 110 
years before it was removed in 1966 to make way for Sheean Library. Hedding 
Hall — also known as “Old Main”— was built in 1870 and destroyed by fire in 
1943. The Hedding Bell was saved and is on display on the south end of the quad. 
The Memorial Center, located on the west end of the quad, was dedicated in 1947 
to Wesleyan men and women who served in World War II. The oldest building on 
campus is Stevenson Hall, which was built in 1910 as the University’s first science 
building and now serves as home to the School of Nursing.   
Richard F. Wilson was named the University’s 18th president in 2004, succeeding 
Minor Myers, jr., who died during his 14th year in office. The Eckley Quadrangle, on 
which Commencement takes place, honors Robert S. Eckley, the University’s 15th 
president. Clinton W. Sears became Illinois Wesleyan’s first president in 1855.
Graduates of the class of 2009 join the more than 20,000 Illinois Wesleyan alumni 
living in all 50 states and 52 countries around the world.
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The faculty will gather tomeet and greet parents and students at these locations:
Howard R. Fricke ’60   
Once named the most powerful person in the State of Kansas’ capital city of 
Topeka, Howard R. Fricke has fulfilled his belief that good business is one 
means of contributing to the values of a society.
“In the competitive world of business and finance, Howard Fricke has a 
reputation for inspiring others,” wrote the Topeka newspaper in 2000. A 1993 
recipient of Illinois Wesleyan’s Distinguished Alumnus Award, Mr. Fricke was 
further honored as an influential business leader when he was inducted into the 
Kansas Business Hall of Fame in 2008. When he spoke to students and faculty 
at Homecoming last October, many came away inspired by his integrity and 
ability as a mentor.
“It stuck me how Mr. Fricke’s business philosophy did not focus on greedily 
absorbing power at the expense of his co-workers, but rather emphasized respect, 
modesty and trust,” said Megan Lee ’10, president of the IWU Accounting 
Society. “He said management is a power granted to you by your superiors, but 
the power to lead is granted to you by those you lead.”
Born near Springfield, Illinois, Mr. Fricke graduated from Illinois Wesleyan 
with a bachelor’s degree in insurance and was still attending classes when he 
got his start in the industry with State Farm Insurance Cos. He moved into the 
executive ranks at Horace Mann Insurance as senior vice president and chief 
administrative officer, and in 1976 was named president of American Health 
and Life Insurance in Baltimore, Maryland. He also completed the Harvard 
University Graduate School of Business, Advanced Management Program.
In 1988, Mr. Fricke joined the Security Benefit Group of Companies, a nation-
wide financial services, asset management and retirement planning organization 
where he served as Chairman of the Board, President and CEO. By the time he 
stepped down as the board chair in 2006, his innovative leadership helped the 
company’s assets grow from $2 billion to more than $36 billion.  
Both Fortune and Working Mother magazines selected Security Benefit Group 
as one of the 100 best companies to work for in America. Mr. Fricke set the 
pace for Security Benefit’s nationally recognized volunteer program, serving as 
director of the Menninger Foundation and Stormont-Vail HealthCare among 
others. He is also the past chairman for both the United Way of Greater Topeka 
and the Greater Topeka Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Fricke also had an active public service career, serving as the Secretary of 
the Kansas Department of Administration from 2003 to 2005 and then as 
Secretary of Commerce from 2005 to 2007. As Secretary of Administration, he 
dramatically reduced the costs of Kansas government functions while improving 
the efficiency and quality of service. At Commerce, Mr. Fricke led the state’s 
efforts in creating jobs through business recruitment and expansion, agriculture 
marketing, workforce and community development, international trade, and 
travel and tourism. In the early 1970’s he served the State of Illinois as Secretary 
of the Department of Business and Economic Development.  
“Howard Fricke serves as a great role model for students,” said IWU Professor 
of Accounting Jerry Olson. “He is truly interested in seeing young people be 
successful.”
Mr. Fricke and his wife, fellow Illinois Wesleyan graduate Sharon Linton Fricke, 
now reside in Nevada. Two of their three children are also alumni of Illinois 
Wesleyan.
America The Beautiful
 O beautiful for spacious skies,
 For amber waves of grain,
 For purple mountain majesties
 Above the fruited plain!
 America! America!
 God shed his grace on thee,
 And crown thy good with brotherhood
 From sea to shining sea.
  — Katherine Lee Bates
  (1859-1929)
Alma Wesleyana
 From hearts aflame our love we pledge to thee,
 Where’er we wander over land or sea;
 Through time unending loyal we will be—
 True to our Alma Mater Wesleyan.
 When college days are fully past and gone,
 While life endures from twilight dream till dawn,
 Grandly thy soul shall with us linger on––
 Star-crowned our Alma Mater Wesleyan!
  — Professor W. E. Schultz
  (1887-1964)
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Associate Professors cont.
Assistant Professors
Instructors
Academic Colors and Regalia
Kira Hudson Banks, Ph.D.
David Barrett, M.S.
Melinda Baur, Ph.D.
Brian Brennan, Ph.D.
Kelly Brooks, Ph.D. 
Joshua Brown Kramer, Ph.D. 
Robert E. Brown, Ph.D. 
William C. Brown, Ph.D. 
Karen Bussone, M.B.A. 
Mark Criley, Ph.D. 
Michael Dancs, Ph.D.
Stephanie Davis-Kahl, M.S.
Saundra DeAthos, M.M. 
Joanne Diaz, Ph.D.
Lauren Dodge, M.L.S.
Natalie Dove, Ph.D. 
Faruk Ekmekci, Ph.D.
Robert Erlewine, Ph.D.
Nathan Frank, Ph.D. 
Roger A. Garrett, M.M.
Amit Ghosh, Ph.D.
Michael Hall, Ph.D. 
Alex Hughes, Ph.D.
Tao Jin, Ph.D.
Timothy Koch, D.M.A.
Roger Kosson, M.L.S.
Jo Y. Lacy, Ph.D.
Seung-Hwan Lee, Ph.D.
Meg P. Miner, M.S.
Jason Moralee, Ph.D.  
Richard W. Pamenter, Ph.D.
Elizabeth Pana, Ph.D.
Jin Park, Ph.D.  
Julie Pelton, Ph.D.
Thushara Perera, Ph.D. 
Adriana Ponce, Ph.D.
Stephen Press, Ph.D.  
Jean Pretz, Ph.D.
Matthew Pursell, Ph.D.
Thomas Quinn, M.F.A.
Brandi Reissenweber, M.F.A.
Sarah Riehl, M.A.
Brad E. Sheese, Ph.D.
Jeungbo Shim, Ph.D. 
Andrew Smith, Ph.D.
Jennifer Smith, Ph.D. 
Dani Snyder, Ph.D.
Kevin Sullivan, D. Phil.
Scott Susong, M.F.A.
Susan L. Swanlund, Ph.D.
Jason Themanson, Ph.D.
Carrie Trimble, Ph.D.
Brian Walter, Ph.D
DeBonne Wishart, Ph.D.
Aaron Zerhusen, Ph.D.
Patrick Budelier, M.M.
Pennie Gray, M.S.
Eva Ferguson, M.M. 
Greogory Huffaker, B.A.
Changjum Huo, M.S.
Ryan Lakin, B.S.
Brenda Lessen, Ph.D. 
Leah Nillas, M.A.
Jaime Orrego, Ph.D. 
Bobbie Silk, M.S.
Mai Wilhour, M.M.
Like judicial robes, the garments worn on academic occasions such as today’s 
Commencement derive from the ecclesiastical garb of medieval England. The 
scholar in the Middles Ages, it must be remembered, was a clerk, and therefore 
required to wear the clerical gown and tonsure. Certainly, at Oxford and 
Cambridge, at least in the earliest times, the robes were monastic in origin, 
although the hood was adapted from a lay garment common to both sexes and 
all classes.
As early as the fourteenth Century, scholars of certain colleges were required by 
statute to wear “a decent habit” befitting a clerk and no evidence appears that 
there was much differentiation among undergraduates, bachelor’s, master’s, 
and doctoral robes. All were black, commonly of lamb’s wool; most were fur-
lined for warmth or at least fur trimmed; and the only mark of difference was in 
the fuller cut and ankle length of the master’s gown. The cope, or closed cape, 
was also black and followed the style of the everyday mantle of the clergy.
Hoods were worn by all and probably had no academical significance at the 
beginning. By 1330-40 doctors began to adopt scarlet for their hoods, and by 
1500, for their robes, with black retained by the masters of arts and bachelors 
of divinity. An act of Henry VIII in 1533 ratified the wearing of robes of other 
colors. Hoods were lined with silk and miniver fur, a custom surviving until 
the late seventeenth Century, but over the years distinctions were created to 
identify the various ranks and faculties.
Caps evolved in similar manner. The round velvet cap is still worn today in the 
full dress of doctors (except doctors in theology); the familiar square, or mortar-
board, was copied in the early sixteenth Century from the thirteenth Century 
cap of the University of Paris. A third style also derives from Paris: a squared 
cap made by sewing four pieces of cloth with seams producing ridged edges, 
seen in modern times in the biretta of the clergy and the squared velvet cap of 
doctors of theology. The “who” and “how” of the wearing of caps produced 
numerous rulings, restrictions, and change.
The Reformation repressed the brilliant silks, gold lace, costly furs, and 
extravagant cut of academic robes, and the sober and more uniform styles are 
for the most part what we see today.
However, the growth of higher education in the United States during the 
nineteenth Century, when the great land grant colleges and universities were 
established under the Morrill Act, created a confusion of conflicting styles and 
colors. The easy identification of one’s academic status by means of cut, fabric, 
and color was no longer true.
In 1893 an intercollegiate commission presented a uniform code for caps, 
gowns, and hoods to be worn in the United States. The mortarboard caps are 
the same for doctoral, master’s, and baccalaureate degrees, except that doctors’ 
caps may be of velvet and may have a gold tassel. The bachelor’s gown is marked 
by pointed sleeves, reaching to the knee, while the master’s sleeve is squared 
at the ends, and longer. The doctoral robe is fullest, with rounded bell shaped 
sleeves marked by three velvet stripes.
The greatest symbolism of the academic costume is borne by the hood, which 
identifies the level of the degree, the faculty (or department of learning) in 
which it was earned, and the institution which awarded it. The size of the hood, 
its shape, and the width of its velvet trim identify the level of the degree, with 
doctoral hoods naturally being the fullest, widest, and longest. Faculty colors 
tell us the department. 
Today’s graduates will be wearing white for the College of Liberal Arts, pink for 
the School of Music, apricot for the School of Nursing, golden yellow for the 
sciences, and brown for the fine arts. Faculty members in the processional may 
be wearing light blue for education, copper for economics, drab for business 
and accountancy, orange for engineering, purple for law, lemon for library 
science, green for medicine, apricot for nursing, dark blue for philosophy, sage 
green for physical sciences, cream for social sciences, and scarlet for theology, 
among the many available. The colors are mandatory on hoods, but may also be 
used on the tassels and/or the velvet on doctoral gowns.
The university or college is usually identified by the color of the hood lining. 
Two colors are frequently used, since there are approximately 2,000 degree-
granting institutions in the United States. A few, such as Harvard, Yale, 
Princeton, and the University of Chicago, use a single color. Illinois Wesleyan’s 
green and white was adopted in 1888.
The Illinois Wesleyan University Mace, first carried at the 1969 inauguration 
of Dr. Robert S. Eckley as fifteenth president of the University, is also a 
striking symbol of the institution. Made of bronze for power and endurance 
and of walnut for organic strength, its cupola represents the bell tower of Old 
North Hall, Illinois Wesleyan’s first building, which was erected in 1856 and 
demolished in 1967 to make way for Sheean Library. The bell suggests the 
Hedding Bell, a campus landmark since 1931, when it was installed on the 
IWU campus after pealing for generations at Hedding College, now defunct. 
The staff of the Mace is made from the walnut of Old North Hall, and the 
names of Illinois Wesleyan’s presidents are engraved on its bronze base.
Program
President Richard F. Wilson, Presiding
Professor Jonathan Dey, Mace Bearer
Prelude Illinois Wesleyan Wind Ensemble
  Professor Steven W. Eggleston, Conductor
 Music For a Festival Gordon Jacob
 Overture     (1895–1984)
    Intrada
Processional (please stand) 
 Crown Imperial William Walton
  (1902–1983)
  arr. W.J. Duthoit
 Pomp and Circumstance            Edward Elgar
            (1857-1934)
“America The Beautiful”  Elizabeth Crutcher ’09
 (please remain standing materna
 and join in singing) Samuel A. Ward
  (1848-1903)
Invocation (remain standing) The Rev. Hope N. Luckie
  University Chaplain 
 
President’s Welcome Richard F. Wilson
  President
Trustee Greetings George A. Vinyard ’71
  President, Board of Trustees
Remarks of Class President  Carissa Nemmers ’09
Reflections from the Faculty Sarah Riehl
  Visiting Assistant Professor of Business Administration
  The 2009 Student Senate Professor of the Year
Investiture of Endowed Professor President Wilson
 Ram Mohan Beth A. Cunningham
    Provost and Dean of the Faculty
Announcement of Honors President Wilson
Awarding of Honorary Degree President Wilson
 Howard R. Fricke  Provost Cunningham
   Mr. Vinyard
  
Address: “Hearing Voices”  Mr. Fricke
Conferring of Degrees President Wilson
  Kathryn M. Cavins
  Vice President/Dean of Students
  Jeffrey A. Frick
  Registrar and Associate Provost
 Bachelor of Science  Donna L. Hartweg
 in Nursing Professor and Director 
  of the School of Nursing
 Bachelor of Fine Arts  Miles C. Bair
  Professor and Director 
  of the School of Art 
  Curtis C. Trout
  Professor and Director 
  of the School of Theatre Arts
 Bachelor of Music and Mario J. Pelusi
 Bachelor of Music Education Professor and Director 
  of the School of Music
 Bachelor of Arts and Provost Cunningham
 Bachelor of Science  
Closing Remarks President Wilson
Alma Wesleyana  Ms. Crutcher
 (please stand and  National Hymn
 join in singing) George William Warren
  (1828-1902)
  arr. Peter Andrew Gilbert ’98
Benediction (remain standing) Chaplain Luckie
Recessional (remain standing) Illinois Wesleyan 
  Wind Ensemble
 Procession of the Nobles Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov
  (1844-1908)
  arr. Erik W.G. Leidzén
Michael Theune, Ph.D.
Marcia Thomas, M.S.
Hans-Joerg Tiede, Ph.D.
César Valverde, Ph.D.
Michael Wagner, M.S. 
Loni M. Walker, Ph.D.
Sarah Wessel, M.S.
Joseph Williams, Ph.D.
David M. Willis, Ph.D.
Taye Woldesmiate, Ph.D.

Commencement Honors
The Hope Ellen Pape President’s Club Award in the Fine Arts is 
awarded for outstanding accomplishment in Art or Music or 
Theatre Arts.
The Annabelle Scrogin Anderson ’36 Award recognizes 
distinguished achievement in multiple fields of study.
The John L. Clark Award in Literary Studies honors outstanding 
academic performance, particularly in historical and theory 
courses, and evidenced by scholarly ability and participation in 
the creative activities of the School of Theatre Arts.
The Nikki Kaye Pape President’s Club Award for Excellence in Writing 
is presented for the best selection of writing prepared during the 
academic year.
The Professor David Bailey Prize in Chemistry honors outstanding 
achievement in the field of chemistry.
The Harold C. Hodge President’s Club Award in Natural Science 
and Mathematics salutes outstanding achievement in natural 
science and mathematics.
The Donald R. Koehn Memorial Award is presented for 
outstanding achievement in the humanities.
The Robert S. Eckley President’s Club Award in Social Science 
recognizes outstanding achievement in the social sciences.
The Caroline F. Rupert Nursing Award salutes outstanding work 
during four years of undergraduate study in nursing.
The Katherine Riedelbauch Baker Music Award recognizes 
superiority in general musicianship, including theoretical and 
historical fields.
The Hester Merwin Ayers Art Achievement Award honors 
outstanding achievement during four years of undergraduate 
study in art.
The William T. Beadles Award for Exceptional Achievement 
in Business Administration recognizes exceptional scholarly 
accomplishments and professional promise.
The Phi Kappa Phi Award recognizes an outstanding senior 
student member with exceptional promise for graduate or  
professional study.
The Jack C. Fields Prize for Excellence in Accounting is presented 
for exceptional achievement in the study of accounting.
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Graduates with excellent final cumulative grade point averages are recognized as: 
Summa Cum Laude—with highest honor—3.90 GPA or higher
Magna Cum Laude—with great honor—3.70 GPA or higher
Cum Laude—with honor—3.50 or higher GPA or higher
Academic Distinctions
National Honor Societies
Illinois Wesleyan students are eligible for membership in the nation’s two best-known honor societies, Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa 
Phi. For both societies, eligibility is limited to those students whose academic performance places them in the top 10 percent of their 
class during their junior or senior year.
FBK  Phi Beta Kappa was founded at the College of William 
and Mary in 1776. It is the nation’s oldest national academic 
honorary society. The society’s motto, “Love of learning is the 
guide of life,” represents the society’s commitment to the liberal 
arts. Now found on 276 college and university campuses, the 
Illinois Wesleyan chapter was granted a charter in 2001.
 
FKF  Phi Kappa Phi was founded at the University of Maine 
in 1897 and is the oldest all-discipline academic honor society. 
The society’s mission is “to recognize and promote academic 
excellence in all fields of higher education and to engage the 
community of scholars in service to others.” With chapters on 
over 300 campuses, the Illinois Wesleyan chapter was chartered 
in 1922. 
President ’s Cabinet
Richard F. Wilson, Ph.D.  President
Beth A. Cunningham, Ph.D.  Provost and Dean of the Faculty
Daniel P. Klotzbach, M.B.A.  Vice President for Business and Finance
Kathryn M. Cavins, Ph.D.  Vice President for Student Affairs/Dean of Students
Martin W. Smith, M.S.  Vice President for Advancement
Matt Kurz, M.B.A.  Vice President for Public Relations
Tony Bankston ’91, B.A.  Dean of Admissions
Robert P. Murray ’82, M.S.  Dean of Enrollment Management
Roger H. Schnaitter, Ph.D.  Associate Provost for Academic Planning and Standards
Frank Boyd, Ph.D.  Associate Dean of the Faculty
William (Ted) Morris, Ph.D.  Chairperson, Council on University Programs and Policy
Michael D. Thompson, Ed.D.  Assistant Provost/Director of Institutional Research and Planning
Carl F. Teichman ’80, M.S.  Director of Government and Community Relations
Susan Bassi, B.A.  Executive Assistant to President
Emeriti Professors
Professors
Associate Professors
Corry Arensbach, Ph.D.
Susan J. Brandon, M.F.A.
Jared Brown, Ph.D.
L. Jane Brue, M.S.N.
Margaret L. Chapman, Ph.D.
Barbara Cothren, M.S.
Herman L. Detweiler, M.S.T.
Robert P. Donalson, D.M.
R. Dwight Drexler, Mus.D.
Robert S. Eckley, Ph.D.
John Ficca, Ph.D.
Forrest J. Frank, Ph.D.
Dorothea S. Franzen, Ph.D.
Ruth Ann C. Friedberg, M.S.
Mona J. Gardner, Ph.D.
David M. Gehrenbeck, S.M.D.
Dennis E. Groh, Ph.D. 
Robert W. Harrington, Ph.D.
Wendell W. Hess, Ph.D.
Harold Hungerford, Ph.D.
 Robert K. Keck, M.S.
Cyril C. Ling D.B.A.
James D. McGowan, Ph.D.
Robert L. Mowery, Ph.D.
Charla E. Renner, M.S.
Kathryn Scherck, D.N.Sc.
Jerry H. Stone, Ph.D.
Geoffrey L. Story, Jr., Ph.D.
Donald L. Strand, Ph.D. C.L.U. 
  C.P.C.U.
Margaret D. Tennis Ed.D.
Todd M. Tucker, Ph.D.
Robert Bedford Watkins, Jr., Ph.D.
John D. Wenum, Ph.D.
John C. Westall, M.S.L.S.
William Luther White, Ph.D.
James Emerson Whitehurst, Ph.D.
Raymond G. Wilson, Ph.D.
Teodora Amoloza, Ph.D.
Susan M. Anderson-Freed, Ph.D.
Miles C. Bair, M.A. 
Marina Balina, Ph.D.
Barbara Bowman, Ph.D.
Robert C. Bray, Ph.D.
Dennis Bridges, M.S.
Paul E. Bushnell, M.A.
Christopher J. Callahan, Ph.D. C. 
Lawrence Campbell, D.Mus.
Bruce B. Criley, Ph.D.
Beth Cunningham, Ph.D.
Robert C. Delvin, A.M.L.S.
Connie M. Dennis, Ph.D.
Jonathan P. Dey, Ph.D.
James D. Dougan, Ph.D.
Zahia Drici, Ph.D.
Steven W. Eggleston, M.M.
Irving Epstein, Ph.D.
Linda J. Farquharson, D.M.A.
J. Scott Ferguson, D.M.A.
Carmela Ferradans, Ph.D.
Linda French, Ph.D.
Jeffrey A. Frick, Ph.D.
Timothy J. Garvey, Ph.D.
R. Given Harper, Ph.D.
Donna L. Hartweg, Ph.D.
Brian A. Hatcher, Ph.D.
Tian-Xiao He, Ph.D.
J. Robert Hippensteele, Ph.D.
Narendra K. Jaggi, Ph.D.
Melvyn W. Jeter, Ph.D.
Robin L. Leavitt, Ph.D.
Nancy B. Loitz, M.F.A.
Sherilyn McElroy, M.S.
Sharie A. Metcalfe, Ph.D.
Ram S. Mohan, Ph.D.
William E. Morris, Ph.D.
Carole A. Myscofski, Ph.D.
Carolyn A. Nadeau, Ph.D.
Kathleen B. O’Gorman, Ph.D.
Gerald A. Olson, M.S.
Mauricio Parra, Ph.D.
Mario Pelusi, Ph.D.
James Plath, Ph.D.
Christopher Prendergast, Ph.D.
Tari Renner, Ph.D.
Timothy R. Rettich, Ph.D.
Georganne Rundblad, Ph.D.
Karen Schmidt, Ph.D.
Roger H. Schnaitter, Ph.D.
Michael C. Seeborg, Ph.D.
James P. Sikora, Ph.D.
Gabriel C. Spalding, Ph.D.
Charles Springwood, Ph.D.
Lawrence N. Stout, Ph.D.
Kevin J. Strandberg, M.F.A.
Thomas W. Streeter, D.M.A.
Susan E. Stroyan, Ph.D.
Nancy Sultan, Ph.D.
Daniel P. Terkla, Ph.D.
Curtis C. Trout, M.F.A.
David J. Vayo, A.Mus.D.
William J. Walsh, Ph.D.
W. Michael Weis, Ph.D.
William R. West, M.M.
Richard F. Wilson, Ph.D. 
Michael B. Young, Ph.D.
Elizabeth J. Balser, Ph.D.
David Bollivar, Ph.D.
Shela Bondurant-Koehler, D. Mus. 
Ed.
Frank A. Boyd, Ph.D.
Charlotte Brown, Ph.D.
Laurine Brown, Ph.D.
Mary Ann Bushman, Ph.D.
Wes Chapman, Ph.D.
R. Kent Cook, D.M.
Lynn DeVore, Ph.D.
Lynda Duke, M.S.
Norman D. Eash, M.S.
Constance Estep, M.F.A.
Teresa R. Fish, M.S.
Ana Floriani, Ph.D.
Victoria Folse, Ph.D.  
Sonja R. Fritzsche, Ph.D.
Hiroko Furo, Ph.D.
Rebecca Gearhart, Ph.D.
Nina Gordon, D.M.A.
Gordon J. Horwitz, Ph.D.
Frederick B. Hoyt, Ph.D.
Christina L. Isabelli, Ph.D.
William Jaeckle, Ph.D.
Abigail Jahiel, Ph.D.
William A. Kauth Ed.D.
Robert Kearney, J.D.
Jean MacFarland Kerr, M.A.
Linda J. Kunce, Ph.D.
Robert M. Leekley, Ph.D.
Sandra Lindberg, M.F.A.
Thomas D. Lutze, Ph.D.
Dennis W. Martel, M.S.
David S. Marvin, J.D.
James D. Matthews, Ph.D.
Vadim Mazo, M.M.
Marcia McDonald, M.F.A.
Diego Méndez-Carbajo, Ph.D.
Carren Moham, D.M.A.
Kathleen A. Montgomery, Ph.D.
Pamela B. Muirhead, Ph.D.
William A. Munro, Ph.D.
Kimberly Nelson-Brown, M.S.
Ilaria Ossella-Durbal, Ph.D.
Rebecca A. Roesner, Ph.D.
Ronald Rose, M.A.T.
Alison Sainsbury, Ph.D.
April Schultz, Ph.D.
Robert Schultz, Ph.D.
Christopher Schumacher, M.S.
Sammy G. Scifres, D.M.A.
Greg Shaw, Ph.D.
Scott Sheridan, Ph.D.
James P. Simeone, Ph.D.
Mia Smith M.S. 
Amelia Benner, History
Reading Between the Lines; Or, The Literary
Lives of the Davis Family
Project Advisor:  April Schultz
Kathryn Brannan, Political Science
Can Resource Mobilization Predict the Level of Success Among 
Social Movement Organizations?
Project Advisor:  Greg Shaw
Natalie E. Chase, Psychology
The Effects of Coaching Feedback on  Perfectionism and  
Disordered Eating in College Athletes
Project Advisor:  Natalie Smoak
Adam Clark, Political Science
Trust on the Internet: A Virtual Reality?
Project Advisor:  Greg Shaw
Jacqueline M. Dowjotas, Psychology
Why Can’t We Be Friends?: The Effects of Disclosure and 
Severity on Typical Students’ Attitudes Towards Peers with 
Autism Spectrum Disorders
Project Advisor:  Linda Kunce
Anna File, International Studies
When Is a Terrorist Not a Terrorist?  American and Chinese 
Media Portrayals of the Chinese Uighur Minority Pre and Post 
9/11
Project Advisor:  Thomas Lutze
Christine Gibbs, Political Science 
Presidential Success in Congress
Project Advisor:  Greg Shaw
Christy Ivie, Sociology 
Access and Innovation:  A Study of Two NGO Schools in  
North India
Project Advisor:  Teodora Amoloza
Anna Konradi, Economics
Examining Tufte’s Political Business Cycle under an Adaptive 
Expectations Framework
Project Advisor:  Michael Seeborg
Melinda Mallory, Psychology
Is Competitive Behavior Controlled by its Consequences? The 
Effects of Omission Training on Competitive Behavior in Rats
Project Advisor:  James Dougan
Colleen E. McShane, Psychology
The Effects of Medial Septal Modification on the Theta Rhythm 
of the Amygdala
Project Advisor:  Joseph Williams
Michelle Meehan, Psychology
A Campaign for Male Beauty: The Influence of Advertisement on 
Dimensions of Male Body Image
Project Advisor:  Natalie Smoak
Lauren Nelson, International Studies
Surrogate Freedom: Transmitting Democracy to the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Bloc
Project Advisor:  Marina Balina
Paul Oehrlein, Economics
Determining the Future Income of College Students
Project Advisor:  Michael Seeborg
Bukola Olaosebikan, Business Administration
Surveying Efficiencies of Nigerian Banks before and after the 
Minimum Capital Requirement Increase
Project Advisor:  Elisabeta Pana
Karin Peterson, Economics
Explaining Human Influences on Carbon Dioxide Emissions 
across Countries
Project Advisor:  Robert Leekley
Elizabeth A. Rupprecht, Psychology
How the Individual Differences of Subordinates Within 
the Workplace Predict Leadership Style Preference and 
Organizational Commitment
Project Advisor:  Natalie Smoak
Sharif Shawki, Sociology
Surveillance and Foucault: Examining the Validity of Foucault’s 
Notions Concerning Surveillance through a Study of the United 
States and the United Kingdom
Project Advisor:  Georganne Rundblad
Kevin Slattery, Economics
Predicting Major League Talent through the First-year  
Player Draft
Project Advisowr:  Robert Leekley
Matthew J. Spafford, Chemistry
Green Chemistry Using Bismuth Compounds: Bismuth (III) 
Triflate Catalyzed Allylation of Cyclic Acetals
Project Advisor:  Ram Mohan
Nicole K. Spear, Economics
Adopted Children’s Outcome as Young Adults in Regards to 
Educational Attainment and Income
Project Advisor:  Micheal Seeborg
Katie Stankiewicz, Economics
Length of Contracts and the Effect on the Performance of  
MLB Players
Project Advisor:  Michael Seeborg
Rebecca Tong, International Studies
Explaining Ethnic Peace: The Importance of Institutions
Project Advisor:  Michael Weis
Carly A. Visk, Psychology
Does Perfecting Your Day Keep the Doctor Away?: Examining 
the Roles of Affect and Coping in the Association Between 
Perfectionism and Physical Health
Project Advisor:  Natalie Smoak
Melanie Waltman, Theatre
Voices from the Darkness: A House of Leaves Experience
Project Advisor:  Dani Snyder
Joel Wicks, Business Administration
Bank Ownership and Management Structure Effects on  
Principal-Agent Costs and Returning Capital
Project Advisor:  Elisabeta Pana
Kristin Zavislak, Greek and Roman Studies
The War of Images: An Artistic Approach to the Parting of  
the Ways
Project Advisor:  Nancy Sultan
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Catherine Blake Smith, Theatre Arts / History, 
Magna Cum Laude
Thomas Edward Snyder, Political Science
Daniel R. Souder, Business Administration
Matthew Spafford, Chemistry, Cum Laude
Kari Marie Sparenberg, Sociology
Nicole K. Spear, Accounting / Economics, Magna Cum Laude
William Peter Spieth, History
Ashley Lauren Sproull, Political Science
Kimberly Michelle Stabosz, English – Writing
Dwayne LeDale Stallings, Accounting
Katherine E. Stankiewicz, Economics, Magna Cum Laude
Patrick Stephens, History
Shannon Leigh Stephenson, Educational Studies
Bryant Steury, Music / Business Administration
Amanda K. Stortz, Accounting, Summa Cum Laude
Kristina B. Streu, Chemistry
Leann Marie Stuber, English – Literature / Mathematics, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
Jinah Suh, International Business / Hispanic Studies, 
Cum Laude
Donald Erwin Swager, Psychology
Tyler Daniel Swearingen, Business Administration
Angela Marie Swidergal, English – Literature
Kevin L. Swistowicz, Business Administration
Peter James Szachowicz, Psychology
Kendall Krystyna Tasche, Chemistry, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Diane Teng, Environmental Studies / Theatre Arts
Jeremy Thomas, Physics
Bradley Tieche, Accounting, Cum Laude
Brian Andrew Tiefenbruck, French & Francophone 
Studies / International Studies
Ryan Richard Tijerina, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Derrick Lavell Tillman-Kelly, Biology
Daniel Joseph Toledo, Economics
Angela Marie Tomazin, Accounting
Rebecca C. Tong, Political Science / International Studies, 
Magna Cum Laude
Maksim Troyak, Psychology
Sandy Thaw Tun, Biology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Monica Leigh Urban, Accounting, Summa Cum Laude
Stephanie Magen Valentin, Psychology
Gregory Paul Van Zuiden, Music
William Tucker Vandenberg, Political Science
Christina T. Verhelst, Music, Magna Cum Laude
Marie Claudine Villacorta, International Studies / French & 
Francophone Studies, Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
Carly Visk, Psychology, Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
Kimberly Rose Voelker, Psychology
Renee A. Vuillaume, Psychology / Business Administration, 
Magna Cum Laude
Cheryl Leigh Wallace, History
Sherman Chapin Wallace, Business Administration / Psychology
Molly Maria Walter, Anthropology
Melanie Dyan Waltman, Theatre Arts / English – Writing, 
Cum Laude
Daniel J. Waltz, Business Administration
Reagan Leslie Ward, Theatre Arts
Jerold Alphonzo K. Watkins, Accounting
Amy Patricia Weeks, Psychology
Stephen Nicholas Weinrauch, Accounting
Joseph Wellbaum, Psychology, Cum Laude
Matthew J. Wells, Biology
William Wendt, Economics
Daniel Wexler, Accounting / Economics, Summa Cum Laude
Catherine R. Whelan, International Studies
Leila Ann Whitley, English – Writing, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Bennett M. Whitnell, Economics
Joel Richard Wicks, Accounting / Economics, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi
Emily Joyce Wiegel, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Charles Matthew Wilhelm, History
Emily Marie Willenbring, Hispanic Studies, 
Magna Cum Laude
Vanessa Deneane Williams, International Studies / Business 
Administration
John Michael Wilson, Business Administration
Richard Scott Wimmer, Jr., Business Administration
Katherine Jean Windsor, Accounting, Magna Cum Laude
Andrea Rachel Winsor, Art / Educational Studies, Cum Laude
Christian Allen Winston, Business Administration
Lukasz P. Wojciechowski, Psychology
Erin Margaret Wondrak, Business Administration, 
Magna Cum Laude
Gregory John Yao, Political Science, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Kathryn Elizabeth Yeager, English – Literature
Jessica Anne Yesensky, Biology, Cum Laude
Sarah Jisun Yoo, International Studies / English – Writing
Matthew R. Young, Art / Hispanic Studies
Michael Anthony Zaremba, Jr., Music
Kristin Marie Zavislak, Greek and Roman Studies, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Stephanie Lynn Zimny, Educational Studies
Amy Kathryn Zoeller, English – Literature
Alec David Zurek, Biology, Magna Cum Laude
The School of Nursing
Candidates for the degree
Bachelor of Science in nurSing
College of  Fine Arts
Candidates for the degree
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Art
Theatre Arts
Ruth Damilola Ahove, Cum Laude
Sarah Christine Alley, Cum Laude
Amanda Colleen Blankenship
Katherine Davidson Bolyard
Marita Suzanne Calderon
Megan McCabe Christensen
Ola Tanwa Daramola
Cara Denise Downs
Brooke Ashley Halcott
Rachel Allison Hieronimczak
Maria Colleen Hugo
Clare K. Johnson, Cum Laude
Tamara Dawn Johnson
Samantha Jane Ketchum, Summa Cum Laude
Megan Elizabeth Mason, Cum Laude
Bridget Catherine McFadden
Sarah Cecilia Parod
Rebecca Grace Pierce
Jennifer Marie Poliwka, Cum Laude
Tiffany Jane Radke, Cum Laude
Victoria Maryea Salas
Erica Stephanie Sierszulski, Magna Cum Laude
Anne Marie Wessels
Katherine Elise Allen, Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi
Helen Florence Conklin
Emily Diane Dieling
Rachel Alyse Low
Laura Kathryn Murray
John David Nelson
Nicole M. Pizzini, Magna Cum Laude
Thomas Scott Duncan, Acting
Steven John Gonabe, Acting, Magna Cum Laude
Andrea Claire Healy, Theatre Design / Technology, Cum Laude
Amanda Lynn Hentsch, Music Theatre, Magna Cum Laude
Hannah Aurora Kramer, Acting, Cum Laude
Russell Matthews, Acting, Cum Laude
Christopher Lane Olmstead, Acting
Seth J. Reid, Music Theatre
Elsa Anne Richardson, Acting
David Ruben, Music Theatre
Kevin Thomas Schuering, Music Theatre, Cum Laude
Jessica Tidd, Acting
Kathleen Louise Whalley, Music Theatre, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi
Pamela Leigh Wilcox, Theatre Design / Technology
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Carissa Ann Nemmers, Accounting
Hoang Dang Nguyen, Business Administration
Minh Quang Nguyen, Economics / Business Administration
Kyle Edward Niewald, Business Administration
Jyotirmay Nirjhar, Physics
Celeste Nunez Rangel, French & Francophone Studies
Lauren Rose O’Connor, History, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Paul Michael Oehrlein, Economics / Mathematics, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
Bukola Tolu Olaosebikan, Business Administration, 
Summa Cum Laude
Andrew Paul Oleson, Business Administration
Oluwakemi Onajin, Biology, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Emily Nicole Ornat, History / Sociology
Erin Colleen O’Shea, Psychology
Lucia Marie Ottaviano, English – Literature
Jay Kiritkumar Pandya, History / Environmental Studies
Nicholas A. Panno, Business Administration
Emily Louise Paras, History, Cum Laude
Shaleen D. Partlow, English – Writing
Ajay B. Patel, Chemistry
Kathryn Ann Payne, Psychology / Biology, Cum Laude
Leah Elizabeth Pelz, Political Science, Cum Laude
Crystal D. Penn, Mathematics
Kerri Kaye Peters, Theatre Arts / Psychology
Karin Marie Peterson, Environmental Studies / Economics, 
Magna Cum Laude
Laurie Rene Peterson, English – Writing, Cum Laude
Lisa L. Petrovich, English – Literature / History
Adriana Emilia Piccinini, English – Literature, 
Magna Cum Laude
Briana Elaine Piche, History, Cum Laude
Ganon Allen Pierce, Biology
Bryce Michael Pierson, Political Science
Lauren Nicole Pietruszka, English – Literature
Nicole Elizabeth Pilotte, English – Literature, Cum Laude
Kristen Ann Piotrowski, Business 
Administration / English – Writing, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Richard Martin Podkowa, Business Administration
Mary Kate Cecelia Polzin, English – Literature, 
Magna Cum Laude
Robert William Porter, Political Science, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Nathan Samuel Pratt, Biology, Cum Laude
Jason Prechtel, Political Science, Cum Laude
David Thomas Priester, History
Kristina Ruth Quandt, Psychology / English – Literature, 
Cum Laude
Sneh Rajbhandari, Political Science, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Brittney S. Rattler, American Studies
Bryan Anthony Rea, Biology, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Kathryn Elisabeth Reihsmann, Educational Studies / French 
& Francophone Studies, Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Scott Rench, Computer Science
Stephen Robert Rensa, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Brian Allen Richardson, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Aimee C. Rieger, Accounting, Cum Laude
Elizabeth Anne Riggs, Psychology / Sociology
Kaelyn Kelly Riley, Political Science / English – Writing, 
Magna Cum Laude
Shanika Jeanette Roberts, Psychology
Lavon Wade Robinson, Business Administration
Patrick Ryan Rodgers, Business Administration
Christina Rodriguez, Political Science
Alisha Monae Rogers, Art
Lauren Kathryn Romano, Theatre Arts, Magna Cum Laude
Thure Russell Lundstrom Ross, Accounting / Hispanic Studies, 
Cum Laude
Danielle E. Rossi, Philosophy, Magna Cum Laude
Alexander David Roth, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Anna Marie Rothenbaum, Hispanic 
Studies / English – Literature
Mary Christine Roznovsky, Psychology
Angela Anne Rumsey, Anthropology / International Studies, 
Cum Laude
Elizabeth Anne Rupprecht, Psychology
Kristin Marie Russo, Biology
Vladislav Krasimirov Sakarski, Economics / Business 
Administration, Magna Cum Laude
Alexandria Salansky, Sociology
Laura Elizabeth Salo, Chemistry
Karlin Erika Sangdahl, History / German, Cum Laude
Christopher James Santee, Chemistry
Emily Anne Sawyer, Mathematics
Jaye K. Schmid, Risk Management, Cum Laude
Philip Martin Schmitz, Accounting
Carolyn Jayne Schmuttenmaer, Psychology
Thomas E. F. Schroeder, Physics / Environmental Studies, 
Cum Laude
Samantha Lee Sebastian, Mathematics
Anna Louise Sebestyen, Psychology / Accounting
Rosemary Catherine Sebestyen, Political Science
Hillary A. Sellers, Hispanic Studies, Magna Cum Laude
Sharif Anderson Shawki, Sociology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Claire Therese Sheehan, Biology, Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Sherman, Women’s Studies, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Teresa A. Sherman, English – Writing / History, Cum Laude
Rachel Ann Short, Biology
Kristin A. Siegfried, Music
Lindsey Michelle Sihau, Environmental Studies / French & 
Francophone Studies, Cum Laude
Julie Elizabeth Slagel, Philosophy, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Kevin Michael Slattery, Economics, Cum Laude
Christopher William Sleezer, Hispanic Studies / History
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Joyce Mee Kyung Jhang, Biology
Brittany Alexandria Johnson, Hispanic Studies
Matthew William Johnson, Philosophy
Victoria R. Johnson, Philosophy, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Marli Grace Jones, Art / American Studies, Cum Laude
Seung Jae Joung, Biology, Magna Cum Laude
Margaret E. Kane, Environmental Studies
Kristiyana Kaneva, Biology, Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Erik Katch, English – Writing, Magna Cum Laude
Lindsey Joan Kaufman, Accounting, Cum Laude
Manol Tanev Kavrakov, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Megan Elizabeth Keane, English – Literature, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
Thomas E. Kendall, Environmental Studies
Christina Allison Kerbel, Business Administration, 
Magna Cum Laude
Don Russell Killinger, Music
Jessica M. Kim, Political Science
Spencer Jeffery King, Business Administration
Thomas Eugene Kirn, Accounting / Hispanic Studies, 
Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Lynn Kiverts, Sociology
Margaret Rose Kocher, Music / Hispanic Studies
Sara Elizabeth Koester, Chemistry
Kathryn Caroline Kohles, Accounting
Andrew David Koller, Accounting
Anna Marie Konradi, Political Science / Economics, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
Kevin J. Kovach, Chemistry
Jason Christopher Koval, Environmental Studies, Cum Laude
Amanda J. Kowalski, Political Science, Magna Cum Laude
John Patrick Kratzmeyer, Business Administration
Kara Lynn Krause, Biology
Alyson Jeanne Krawczyk, English – Literature / History, 
Cum Laude
Sara Christine Laney, Sociology, Cum Laude
Raymond Gene Q. Lara, History
John Lattyak, Physics / Religion
John Richard Canadey Lauer, Business Administration
Danielle Elizabeth Lauritson, Business Administration, 
Magna Cum Laude
Paul David Lazoen, Risk Management, Cum Laude
Lucas James Leder, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Megan Jennifer Lee, Accounting, Magna Cum Laude
Caroline M. Leighton, Mathematics, Magna Cum Laude
Kevin Michael Lewis, Business Administration, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Kara Sanders Lichtenstein, Sociology
Molly Cait Lieberman, Political Science, Cum Laude
Lisa Diane Ligmanowski, Mathematics, Cum Laude
Steven Lindberg, History
Heather Lindquist, Accounting, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi
Nicole Lynn Litzner, Accounting
Anastasia Colson Long, Political Science
David John Joseph Longawa, Chemistry / Music
Jason Lopez, Business Administration, Magna Cum Laude
Christelle Louella Lott, English – Writing / History
Lucas Martin Loury, History
Brian Lubek, Accounting, Cum Laude
Katherine E. Lurquin, Political Science
Matthew Glen Lynch, Business Administration
Sudil Mahendra, Biology, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Kristina Anne Mahr, Business Administration
Melisa Joy Maisel, Political Science
Michele S. Malinowski, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Melinda LouAnn Mallory, Psychology / Music, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
John Anthony Maloney, Accounting, Cum Laude
Jason Mathias Manuel, Physics
Tiffany Nicole Marsh, International Studies
Jacklyn Marie Martin, Sociology / English – Literature
Timothy Michael Marzec, Economics
Laura Katherine Maxwell, Political Science / International 
Studies, Magna Cum Laude
Kathryn Beth McArdle, Biology, Cum Laude
Daniel Robert McCarthy, Business Administration
Jeffrey Patrick McCortney, Biology
Sarah Anne McDonald, Accounting, Magna Cum Laude
Patrick F. McFadden, Accounting, Cum Laude
Erin Elizabeth McKenzie, Accounting
Colleen Elizabeth McShane, Psychology
Emily A. Meade, Business Administration / Music
Andrew Frank Mealiff, Business Administration
Michelle Elizabeth Meehan, Psychology
Caly Mackenzie Meyers, Psychology
Danielle Marie Meyers, Chemistry / Hispanic Studies
Daniel C. Migacz, Accounting
Rachel Jayne Miller, Hispanic Studies / Greek and Roman 
Studies, Magna Cum Laude
William Scott Miller, History / Political Science, Cum Laude
Marcus Brooks Mitchell, English – Literature
Ian Hippensteele Mobley, Psychology
Joshua Tyler Monk, Business Administration
Jillian Marie Moore, Political Science
Paul Joseph Morello, English – Writing, Cum Laude
Lisa Virginia Moritz, Economics / Accounting, 
Magna Cum Laude
Imin Moriya, French & Francophone Studies, Cum Laude
Kristopher Jordan Morris, Risk Management
Madeline Joyce Murphy, Psychology
Erin Murray, Psychology
Melissa K. Myers, Chemistry
Jessica Alaine Nardulli, Political Science
Kelly Jean Navin, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Christina Nealis, Psychology
Spencer Lehmann Nedved, Accounting
Katherine Nelson, English – Writing
Lauren A. Nelson, International Studies, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa

Candidates for the degree
Bachelor of Music
Candidates for the degree
Bachelor of Music Education
Amelia M. Ciskey, Voice, Cum Laude
Daniel A. Cox, Voice
Nicole Marie Eddington, Orchestral Instruments
Justin Phillip Holloway, Voice
James B. Hornor, Voice
Amber Nicole Johnson, Music Composition
Molly Cait Lieberman, Orchestral Instruments, Cum Laude
Jessica Hunter Pearce, Orchestral Instruments, Cum Laude
Lindsay Marie Perala-Dewey, Orchestral Instruments, 
Cum Laude
Molly Price, Orchestral Instruments, Cum Laude
Mallory Ann Roberts, Voice, Magna Cum Laude
Scott Charles Schumann, Music Composition, 
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Ruth Sowatzke, Voice
Evan Morris Tammen, Orchestral Instruments, 
Magna Cum Laude
Kathleen E. Weiskopf, Voice
Andrea Ann Ambrosia
Elizabeth Renea Crutcher
Kathryn Marie Harshbarger, Magna Cum Laude
Kenneth W. Hommowun
Megan Lee Jones
James Lewis McCauley
Jeremy S. Pease
Preston Paul Prior, Magna Cum Laude
Sherry Lynn Reiss, Cum Laude
Gary Weisenberger, Cum Laude
Marguerite Kelly Wood, Magna Cum Laude
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College of  Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science
Tuhin Abner, International Business
Heidi Josefa Adams, Sociology
Roseanne Marie Aguilar, Business Administration
Kehinde Akibayo, Accounting, Magna Cum Laude
Ogaga Akoroda, Physics, Summa Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa 
Holly Marie Aldrich, Women’s Studies / Sociology, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Julie Cox Allen, English – Literature / Theatre Arts, 
Magna Cum Laude
Laura McDermott Allen, English – Literature, 
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Allison, Business Administration
Tom Almanzo, Business Administration
John Arnold, Hispanic Studies / History, Cum Laude
Matthew Glenn Aronson, Business Administration
Samantha Jane Baffes, Environmental Studies
Cedric Byron Bailey, Jr., Business Administration
Matthew M. Ballenger, International Studies / Music
Kerri Ann Bandurski, Accounting, Cum Laude
Justin A. Barber, Psychology
Andrew Kirk Barringer, English – Writing
John Begale, Accounting
Amelia Grace Benner, English – Writing / History, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Zachary Gordon Birch, Chemistry
Jennifer Bitoy, Political Science
Kyle Anthony Blair, Theatre Arts
Bennett P. Blakeman, Business Administration
Dominique Delvero Blalock, Psychology
Jessica Grace Block, English – Writing, Magna Cum Laude
John Caleb Blodgett, Business Administration
Lauren Michelle Booth, Hispanic Studies, Magna Cum Laude
Ashley Lynne Borchardt, Risk Management / Mathematics, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Michelle Jacqueline Bourgeois, English – Literature, 
Magna Cum Laude
Bradlee B. Boyd, Business Administration
Kathryn Elizabeth Brannan, Political Science, Cum Laude
Michael R. Brillisour, Accounting
Jennifer L. Brosius, Accounting
John M. Brotherton, English – Writing
Daniel W. Burke, Hispanic Studies / Environmental Studies, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Amy Michelle Burns, Educational Studies, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi
Russell Burton, Political Science
Regina Betty Calabrese, Educational Studies
Carly A. Calkins, English – Literature
Colleen C. Caplice, Accounting, Cum Laude
Joseph D. Carani II, Political Science / Religion
Katherine T. Carlson, English – Writing
Sarah J. Carlson, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Mitchell Joseph Carmen, Business Administration
Jeffrey Sunter Carqueville, Economics
Cameo Sade Carter, Political Science
Martin A. Ceisel, International Studies
Tony Cepuran, Psychology / Business Administration, 
Cum Laude
Brett Bernard Chamernik, Biology
Daniel Wei Chang, Biology
Nicole Louise Byvick Chapman, Psychology / Interdisciplinary 
Educ Studies
Natalie Elizabeth Chase, Psychology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Patrick Allen Chess, Biology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi
Lydia Choi, Anthropology, Cum Laude
Olivia N. Choi, English – Literature
Matthew S. Christensen, Business Administration
Chang Geon Chung, Psychology
Adam Clark, Political Science, Cum Laude
Brandon M. Clark, Psychology
Kyle Scott Clemson, Business Administration
Amy Elizabeth Cochran, Educational Studies
Christin Elizabeth Coffey, Psychology
Robert Kil Soo Coffield, Political Science
Mira Ann Coleman, Biology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Meaghan E. Collins, Environmental Studies
Michael F. Conti III, Economics / Business Administration
Nicholas B. Cooprider, History
Adam Laurence Cordray, Biology
David M. Cramer, English – Writing / Music
Nicholas James Cuca, Economics
Daniel S. Cumming, Accounting / Economics, Cum Laude
Jeffrey Curran, English – Writing
Matas Antanas Petras Cyvas, Psychology, Magna Cum Laude
Dana Nicole Cyze, Political Science
Jennifer Rae Daniels, Accounting
Andrew John Noble Dawson, Risk Management
Olivia De Meo, Environmental Studies, Cum Laude
Michael Gordon De Runtz, Business Administration, 
Cum Laude
Kurt Dehning, Accounting, Cum Laude
Jacob Anthony DeNap, History
Michael Pash DeVore, Chemistry
Eric Gabriel Diaz, Music
Suzanne A. Diener, Sociology
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Kacie Dieter, Hispanic Studies / Anthropology
Elizabeth Diubek, Accounting, Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Christine Doerner, Psychology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Gregory Francis Donahue, Business Administration / Music, 
Cum Laude
Jacqueline M. Dowjotas, Psychology, Cum Laude
Emily Catherine Doyle, English – Literature, 
Magna Cum Laude
Shelley Kristin Dravis, Accounting, Cum Laude
Joseph Laurence Duffy, Accounting, Cum Laude
Jacob R. Dunham, Mathematics / Physics
Whitney Durham, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Andrea Noel Eaton, Interdisciplinary Educ Studies
Stosh Thomas Eichenauer, Chemistry
Robert Brian Ekkebus, History
Daniel William Elwood, Economics
Elizabeth Ashley Engels, Risk Management
Toritseju Peter Eshedagho, Biology
Melanie Essayans, Psychology
Phillip Matthew Evans, Business Administration / Economics
Stephen James Eyler, Biology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Anthony T. Farruggia, English – Literature
Katherine Marie Feehan, English – Literature / Greek and 
Roman Studies
Anthony Vincent Feminis, Economics / Business 
Administration, Cum Laude
Kathryn Ferguson, Biology, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Lisa A. Ferrick, Chemistry
Anna Elise File, International Studies / Political Science, 
Cum Laude
Meredith Bethany Fileff, History / Political Science, 
Cum Laude
Eric Joseph Flyte, Physics
Jesse Foster, Business Administration
Johnathon Taylor Francis, English – Literature
Emily Marie Franzen, English – Writing, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Laura Kathryn Frisbie, Educational Studies, 
Magna Cum Laude
Allegra Therese Gallian, English – Writing
Kunaey Garg, Business Administration / Economics, 
Magna Cum Laude
Marshall B. Garrett, Theatre Arts
Vince Anthony Gattuso, History
Lauren Ann McCourt Gearhart, Business 
Administration / Sociology, Cum Laude
Daniel W. George, Music
Christine E. Gibbs, International Studies / Political Science, 
Magna Cum Laude
Aaron R. Gierhart, Educational Studies, Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Gipp, Environmental Studies
Amanda Marie Giudice, English – Writing
James Brendan Gorrell, Business Administration
Kaitlyn Gallagher Gosch, Educational Studies, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi
Kevin Goshorn, Business Administration
Lawrence R. Graves, English – Literature, Magna Cum Laude
Christopher M. Green, Business Administration
Albert Henry Greenhut, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Amy Jennifer Grelck, Educational Studies, 
Summa Cum Laude
Amy Elizabeth Grigoletti, Accounting, Magna Cum Laude
Elena Tapia-Ruano Gunn, English – Literature
Anthony John Gunnell, Environmental Studies
Tracy Ann Haas, English – Writing
Kristin Elizabeth Haase, Accounting, Magna Cum Laude
Shawn Royce Hackett, Business Administration
Valerie F. Hackett, Business Administration
Ben I. Hagen, Business Administration, Cum Laude
Alex James Hahn, Biology, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Benjamin Leo Hammer, History
Elizabeth Kristine Hanson, Business Administration
Alison Melissa Daphne Harford, Economics
Michael Robert Hasselbring, Jr., Business Administration
Jacqueline Elaine Hazdra, History
Patrick Donald Healy, Philosophy
Katie Heaney, Hispanic Studies / Political Science, 
Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa
Allison Leslie Hebron, Biology
Allison Marie Heim, Psychology
Andrew Herrington-Gilmore, Political Science, 
Magna Cum Laude
Mallory Susan Heydorn, Economics
Jacquelyn Marie Hill, American Studies, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Corey Michelle Hills, Business Administration
Scott Sterling Himel, English – Writing, Magna Cum Laude
Tanya A. Hnastchenko, Business Administration
Rachel Elizabeth Hodel, International Studies / Hispanic 
Studies, Cum Laude
Alexander Holmberg, Business Administration
Joseph Peter Holmes, Accounting, Cum Laude
Julie Hoppesch, Psychology, Cum Laude
Mark Hoskin, Economics
Robert J. Hoyland, History
Matthew George Huddle, Chemistry, Summa Cum Laude, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa
Cary Ray Huntington, International Studies
Robert J. Huppert, Accounting
Kari Lynn Irwin, Religion, Magna Cum Laude
Christy Ann Ivie, Sociology, Magna Cum Laude, 
Phi Beta Kappa
Bradley E. Janes, Mathematics
Ashtyn Nicole Janovyak, Chemistry, Cum Laude
Jordan Michael Jeffers, English – Writing, 
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Kappa Phi
Nikolas David Jendrisak, Business Administration
Scott David Jensen, English – Literature 7
